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how can i configure iis subfeatures in ansible stack - new to ansible i m experimenting with setting up a website under
iis i can create and configure an application pool but i m struggling with the website, 10 open source commercial software
for data center - 5 ansible tower ansible tower is a enterprise level computing infrastructure management tool from redhat
the main idea of this solution was the possibility of a centralized deployment as for servers as for the different user devices,
building network automation solutions www ipspace net - david gee will dive deep into the foundational stuff that no
one ever wants to mention the hygiene of automation the equivalent of washing your hands before doing that big operation
and disposing of toxic items afterward you will learn a golden approach to solving automation challenges a maximum time
return investment strategy justification of stop doing the bare minimum and the, top devops tools 2017 the best devops
software - due to the intensive work devops engineers and their teams complete on a daily basis it s important to always be
on the lookout for tools to improve efficiency and productivity unfortunately there isn t enough time in the day to dig for top
rated devops tools that fit the team that s why we did the searching for you, linux tutorial software development on linux
yolinux com - software development and applications programmin on linux yolinux linux information portal includes
informative tutorials and links to many linux sites the yolinux portal covers topics from desktop to servers and from
developers to users, top 50 sql server dba interview questions updated - looking for sql server dba interview questions
with answers here we have compiled set of questions from the students who have attended interviews in fortune 500
companies, prince2 itil it project management training focus on - prince2 itil apm msp bcs iseb microsoft courses from
focus on training book 15 000 accredited courses in 100 locations focus the project management and it training specialist,
open source technologies for the enterprise redhat com - more than 90 of fortune global 500 companies use red hat s
portfolio linux jboss middleware virtualization cloud storage mobile management, password manager for enterprise
password management - password manager pro is a secure enterprise password management software which serves as
a centralized password vault to manage shared sensitive information including privileged accounts shared accounts firecall
accounts documents and digital identities of enterprises, password management software password manager privileged password management administrative password management password manager passtrix password password
management software password generator root, dell emc poweredge r740xd2 rack server dell united states - streamline
management across your data center reduce the time required to manage mid to large scale environments automate and
unify server and internal storage management across your poweredge infrastructure with openmanage enterprise, security
architecture red hat customer portal - ssl tls encrypts network traffic between two systems by using a symmetric key that
is exchanged between and only known by those two systems to ensure a secure exchange of the symmetric key ssl tls uses
public key infrastructure pki a method of encryption that uses a key pair, the ultimate devops tool chest xebialabs - micro
focus cloud service automation csa is cloud management software that automates the management of cloud based it as a
service from order to provision and retirement, wlpc 2019 phoenix wireless lan professionals - instructor ferney munoz
includes student course materials exam additional details the ekahau certified survey engineer ecse course provides
instructor led classroom lectures and intensive hands on labs on all aspects of wi fi life cycle management this includes
wireless lan and radio frequency rf fundamentals predictive designs pre and post deployment site surveys, news company
information f5 - companies developing and deploying applications in the cloud can face inefficient it operations scarce
developer resources rising app experience expectations from users increasing security risks and cloud migration challenges
just to name a few, create an active directory infrastructure with samba4 on - this tutorial will start by explaining all the
steps you need to take care off in order to install and configure samba4 as a domain controller on ubuntu 16 04 and ubuntu
14 04 this configuration will provide a central management point for users machines volume shares permissions and other
resources in a mixed up windows linux infrastructure, what s new in pycharm jetbrains - what s new in pycharm 2018 3
run python on windows subsystem for linux search your project faster and see github pull requests please note that features
marked pro only are supported only in pycharm professional edition, poodle sslv3 vulnerability cve 2014 3566 red hat red hat product security has been made aware of a vulnerability in the sslv3 protocol which has been assigned cve 2014
3566 and commonly referred to as poodle all implementations of sslv3 are affected, what is devops an executive guide to
agile development - to make the most of today s containers servers virtual machines and clouds you need to deploy
devops in your enterprise or you can let your rivals put you out of business it s your choice, what s in a build tool haoyi s
programming blog - a build tool is a catch all term that refers to anything that is needed to get a piece of software set up

but isn t needed after that different programming communities have a wealth of different tools some use stalwarts like make
some use loose collections of sh scripts some use xml based tools like maven or ant json based tools like grunt or code
based tools like gulp grunt or sbt, upgrade notes stackstorm 2 10 4 documentation - stackstorm v2 8 this version
introduces new orquesta runner and orquesta workflows for this functionality to work new st2workflowengine service needs
to be installed and running if you are installing stackstorm on a new server using the official installation script this service is
automatically installed and started, securing software supply chain with grafeas kubernetes - friday november 03 2017
securing software supply chain with grafeas editor s note this post is written by kelsey hightower staff developer advocate at
google and sandra guo product manager at google, cisco nexus 9300 ex and 9300 fx platform switches data - the cisco
nexus 93180yc ex switch figure 1 is a 1 rack unit 1ru switch with latency of less than 1 microsecond that supports 3 6
terabits per second tbps of bandwidth and over 2 6 billion packets per second bpps, what s new streamsets - the following
technology preview stages are available in this release databricks ml evaluator processor a new processor that uses a
machine learning model exported with databricks ml model export to generate evaluations scoring or classifications of data,
discovering oracle database 12c targets cdb pdb in - as we can see the plugin deployment to the oms has a deep
impact on the oms but the plugin deployment is still in progress we just have to wait for the successful restart of the oracle
management server, the tar pit of red hat overcomplexity softpanorama - the tar pit of red hat overcomplexity rhel 6 and
rhel 7 differences are no smaller then between suse and rhel which essentially doubles workload of sysadmins as the need
to administer extra flavor of linux unix leads to mental overflow and loss of productivity, calagator portland s tech calendar
- hi there calagator is a unified calendar for the technology community of portland oregon we are an all volunteer effort and
encourage anyone to import create and edit events get started find local events share local events
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